
Dependene of eletron density pro�le on m=0 modes in the RFXexperimentR. Lorenzini, F. Auriemma, A. Canton, S. Martini, P. ZanaConsorzio RFX, Assoiazione Euratom-ENEA sulla Fusione, Corso Stati Uniti 4,I-35127, Padova, Italy1. IntrodutionIn RFP mahines the stohastiization of magneti �eld produed by the magneti�utuations is responsible for the transport in the region of plasma internal to thereversal radius. The main role in generating transport is attributed to the magnetiperturbations that are resonant in the internal region of the plasma (m=1 modes)and in the region of the reversal (m=0 modes).In this paper we present an analysis arried out on a set of plasma pulses of theRFX mahine, aimed at determining the in�uene of radial �eld perturbations b̂rm;n(with the usual notation: m poloidal wave number, n toroidal wave number) on theeletron density pro�le.In order to get this goal we ompare the eletron density pro�le of shots haraterizedby di�erent values of mode amplitude, for m=0 and m=1 modes. The shape of thedensity pro�le results to be sensitive to the mode amplitude, beoming more hollowwhen the amplitude inreases. Even though it is di�ult to separate the e�et ofm=0 from that of m=1 modes, the leading parameter of this trend seems to be them=0 amplitude, beause the trend with the m=1 modes was less evident.The modi�ation has been related, by means of the theory of transport in a stohastimagneti �eld [1℄, to an inrease of the partile di�usion oe�ient D in the regionof the plasma next to resonane radius of m=0 modes.2. Data seletion and behaviour of density pro�leThe shape of density pro�le is known to depend on the plasma parameter I/N [2℄.The pro�le is �at or slightly peaked when I/N is higher than 3:10�14 Am, while it ishollow when the value of I/N is lower.Furthermore the shape is dependent also on the average density < n > beause thesteepness of gradient at the edge inreases with < n >. For these reasons we seleteda set of shots having homogeneous values of the I/N parameter and average density,and with m=0 and m=1 amplitude in the whole range of RFX. The set should alsorepresent the typial operation ondition of RFX and have a su�ient number ofaurate measurements of density. In RFX the eletron density is measured by a12-hords IR interferometer [2℄. The normalized impat parameter p=a of hordsranges from 0.11 to 0.93. As indiator of the shape of the density pro�le we used thepeaking fator PF = n=ne, where n is the entral density and ne is the density atthe edge. n is estimated from the measures of two entral hords 4A and 5A (p=a= 0.11), while ne is estimated by means of the measures of the edge hord 8A (p=a= 0.665) whih is available in the most of RFX pulses.This hoie allows us to selet a group of about 80 shots where the I/N value ismaintained between 1:7 and 2:3x10�14 Am. This interval orresponds to a variationof the plasma urrent Ip between 600 kA and 700 kA and to a variation of the entral
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Figure 1: Saling of PF with the RMS of m=0 modes (a) and of m=1 modes (b)

Figure 2: Saling of PF with the RMS of m=0 (a) and the RMS of m=1 modes (b). PF isalulated using the hord 8A (diamonds) or the hords 6B and 2B (stars). The points arerepresentative of shots with similar mode amplitudes.density ne between 3:5x1019m�3 and 4:5x1019m�3. The density measurements, aswell as the other plasma parameters, are averaged on 10 ms during the stationaryphase of the density evolution. The radial magneti eigenfuntions are reostrutedwith a model [4℄ for low � plasma in toroidal geometry whih takes into aount thetoroidal oupling between modes with the same toroidal number and di�erent poloidalnumbers. The eigenfuntion amplitude b̂rm;n at the resonane radius, normalizedat the poloidal �eld at the edge B�(a), is taken as indiator of the e�et of m;nperturbation on partile transport. The e�et of m=1 modes and of m=0 modeson transport is estimated taking the RMS respetively of b̂r1;n and of b̂r0;n. In orderto keep separated the e�et on the density of m=0 and m=1 modes only the m=0n=1 � 6 modes are onsidered, beause the spetrum of m=0 with n� 7 reeives asigni�ant ontribution from the toroidal oupling of m=1 modes. Furthermore, tolook at the magneti haos generated by m=1, we exluded from the RMS the modeswith n=7,8, that usually dominate the m=1 spetrum.This hoie allows us to inlude in the analysis also the QSH shots, that, despite thehigh amplitude of the dominant mode, are less haoti than standard shots beausethe amplitude of seondary modes is very low.Figure 1 shows the saling of the PF with the RMS of m=0 and of m=1 modes.The shape of density pro�le hanges from �at (PF ' 0:96) to hollow (PF ' 0:89)when the RMS of m=0 modes inreases, and it shows a similar behaviour when the
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Figure 3: Representative density pro�les for the lasses of m=0 modes (a) and for thelasses of m=1 modes (b)amplitude of m=1 modes inreases. Despite the deoupling of perturbations spetraa orrelation between the RMS of m=0 modes and RMS of m=1 modes is present andmakes it di�ult to understand if the saling of PF is due to m=0 or to m=1 modes.In order to understand whih is the leading parameter of this trend we grouped theshots with similar m=1 amplitude in four lasses and we looked at the trend of PFwith the m=0 amplitude inside eah lass. In an analogous way we grouped shotswith similar m=0 amplitude in four lasses to look at the trend of the peaking fatorwith the m=1 amplitude inside eah lass. A derease of PF with the m=0 amplitudein the m=1 lasses is learly present, while PF dereases when the m=1 amplitudeinreases in two lasses, and inreases in the other two.In order to use the hords more external than the 8A we have to use a larger data setwhere ne varies between 3x1019m�3 and 5x1019m�3 and Ip varies between 500 and700 kA. For this larger set, whih ontains about 150 shots, is possible to investigatethe saling of PF also using the measurements of hords 6B and 2B (p=a = 0:753)to alulate ne. Figure 2 ompares the saling of PF alulated with the 8A hordand 2B-6B hords, with the RMS of m=1 and m=0 modes. The points are averageson four lasses of shots having similar mode amplitudes and are plotted versus theaverage mode amplitude of the lasses. The B hords on�rm the trend of PF withthe m=0 mode amplitude whih is also evident in the measures of A hords. Thesaling with the m=1 modes is less evident, beause the shape of density pro�lehanges only when the mode amplitude is partiularly high. Using the informationof all the interferometer hords allows us to reonstrut the density pro�le in detail.The density measures of eah lass of mode amplitude have been averaged in orderto obtain four sample shots. By means of the inversion ode we alulated, for eahsample pulse, the orresponding density pro�le. Figure 3 shows the representativedensity pro�les for the lasses of m=0 and m=1 modes. The results on�rm thatthe density pro�les beome inreasingly hollow when the mode amplitude inreases.This trend seems to be learer when the dependene on m=0 modes is analysed.The pro�le of the third lass is hollower than the �rst two pro�les, and the hollowestpro�le orresponds to the lass with the highest mode amplitude.3. Partile transport analysisA partile transport analysis has been performed in order to study the behaviourof the partile di�usion oe�ient D. The partile transport ode TED [3℄ has been
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used, assuming a model based on the theory of transport in a stohasti magneti�eld.The simulations have been performed on the sam-

Figure 4: Pro�le of D for the twosample pulses with the lowest and thehighest m=0 value. Error bars are indashed line. The shaded area showswhere the two pro�les di�er.

ple shots representative of the lowest and highestm=0 mode amplitude, that are also representa-tive of the shots with low and high m=1 am-plitude. The �gure 4 shows the radial pro�leof the partile transport oe�ient D that al-low to reprodue the density measures of thesetwo shots. The dashed lines represent the errorbars. The di�erent shape of the density pro�lesis related to di�erent plasma transport proper-ties in the external region (r=a � 0:85), nextto reversal radius. The two D pro�les do notshow any di�erene in the entral region, wherethe m=1 modes are resonant, while in reversalregion, where m=0 modes are resonant, learlydi�er.4. ConlusionsThe analysis presented in this paper shows that the shape of density pro�le dependson the magneti mode amplitude. The density pro�le beomes inreasingly hollowwhen the mode amplitude inreases. Due to the orrelation between the m=0 andm=1 mode amplitude is di�ult to separate the e�ets of these types of modes.However the e�et on the density is more evident when the dependene on m=0 modesis analysed. Furthermore partile transport analyses show that the modi�ation ofD pro�le whih aounts for the di�erent shape of density pro�le is loated in theexternal region of the plasma where the m=0 modes resonate. All these results allowsus to onlude that a leading role is played by m=0 modes in in�uening the partiletransport.5. AknowledgementThis work was supported by the European Communities under the ontrat of As-soiation between EURATOM/ENEA. The views and opinions expressed herein donot neessarily re�et those of the European CommissionReferenes[1℄ A.B. Rehester and M.N. Rosembluth 1978, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 38.[2℄ D. Gregoratto et al. 1998, Nul. Fusion 8, 38, 1199[3℄ A. Canton et al. 2004, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 46, 23.[4℄ P. Zana and D. Terranova 2004, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 46, 1115.
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